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The Fitzwilliam Museum undertook 51 loans (to 54 
venues)

29 in the UK (54%)

25 overseas (46%)

Loans programme



Museum has 4 collection departments

Applied Arts
Antiquities

Manuscripts and Printed Books

Paintings, Drawings and Prints

Staffing



Each department is self-contained, having its own 
conservators and technicians

Exception:

Paintings Conservation undertaken at the Hamilton 
Kerr Institute

2 Registrars: 2 in Exhibitions team

Staffing



The Syndicate

Director (and Marlay Curator)

Deputy Directors – Collections and Central Services

Keepers

Governance



The Syndics are drawn (largely) from across the 
University

4 meetings a year, recently reduced from 7

…. But still a huge gap over the summer 
vacation period

Governance



The Syndics are drawn (largely) from across the University

4 meetings a year, recently reduced from 7

…. but still a huge gap over the summer vacation period

Therefore straightforward loans at under £1m threshold 
delegated to Senior Management Team

Governance



Registrars are the central point of contact from the 
point of formal request:

• Acknowledging request

• Identifying objects requested

• Notifying Keepers and Conservators
• Adding to schedule

• Preparing for decision at Syndicate or SMT

Governance



• Objects requested drawn from different collections -
present structure not ideal for cross-disciplinary
projects

Complexities
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Complexities

• Objects requested drawn from different collections -
present structure not ideal for cross-disciplinary
projects

• Staffing levels - not a big museum, staff vacancies,
leave, courier trips can all delay a decision

• Vast majority of loan requests are from PDP
collection

• Paintings conservation from another source



An effective loans process

What do you need?

• Clear recording of loans schedule – so you can keep
a grip on it

• Clear criteria for approval or refusal – for borrower
but also in-house

• Logical progression of loan procedure after
approval

• Setting of clear deadlines for commencement of
treatment, condition reports, packing, departure



Costs

Fitzwilliam does not recover costs systematically (at the
moment) – one of the few institutions that does not.

• Pleasant for the borrower
• Fewer administrative steps – no estimating or

invoicing



Costs

Advantages of cost recovery:
• Need to estimate means you examine how you are

resourcing loans
• Helps you define acceptable levels of conservation

for loans – minimum intervention means limiting costs
incurred

• Helps you with budgeting for other projects e.g.
exhibitions

• You can outsource for exceptional projects, buying
in materials and extra help

But you must be clear about what your borrower is
being charged for.



International/national

What are the main differences?

• Extra resources – registrar time, higher packing spec, 
courier time

• Need to take a view on object condition – demands 
of the journey on unlined canvases, for example

• Longer lead periods – at least 9 months’ notice, in-
house scheduling and earlier shipping dates

• Unfamiliarity with venues and agents at destination –
great care over facilities reports etc.



International/national

What are the main differences cont’d:

• Less flexibility over transport dates – what are the
freight routes, airports that can handle palletised
airfreight, local trucking regs

• Insurance – commercial policy or state indemnity?
What are the conditions?

• Much greater reliance on the transport agent(s) –
export licences, CITES guidance, courier travel,
freight consignment



What’s in it for us?

Loans of any sort represent a gateway to future
working:

• Working among Flowers / In Bloom tour: Dallas
Museum of Art, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Denver
Museum of Art. Three paintings, organised by Dallas

• Based on contact made, Denver will be our partner
for the 2017-18 Edgar Degas exhibition

• Return transport is opportunity for key people to
meet during contract negotiations for future project



What’s in it for us?

Longer term collaboration:

• Not just specific projects, but greater confidence in
multiple, reciprocal loans over a number of years:
regular borrowers and lenders are the Louvre,
Metropolitan, Städel Museum….

• Research opportunities for the courier: academic
and practical

• Access to your collection!



Profile:

• Benefits the institutional profile of your museum

• Personal development: you will be more widely
known, and learn more about worldwide practices

• Exposure to different models of working: third party
organisers and multi-venue tours such as Asahi
Shimbun; partnership tours and generating fee-
paying tours

=> different funding models*

What’s in it for us?



Silent Partners

Fitzwilliam exhibition 2014-15 – 165 objects from 63 
lenders plus contemporary commissions and 
interventions in the permanent galleries. Primarily the 
result of in-house research.

Musée Bourdelle came aboard after project initiated, 
intending it to be their inaugural exhibition after 
complete refurbishment

Allowed the exhibition to continue its life beyond 
Cambridge – and many of the loan came from 
France, so some costs could be offset



Silent Partners

Good working relationship – close and communicative on 
contract, object list and even shared costs, until the 
scheduling of the deinstallation and transfer:
• Significant differences in interpreting the handover point of 

objects – agreed it should be on signoff of condition reports 
with Bourdelle courier present BUT:

• This was interpreted further that Fitzwilliam Museum staff 
would have no further contact with objects – must be 
contracted packers approved by Paris Musées

• This even extended to Fitzwilliam’s own objects



Silent Partners

Resolution: 

• Constantine hired in to pack the transferring objects

• Last-minute and extra cost but did take the pressure off 
our technicians

• For future reference – Paris Musées insurer was 
intransigent, be more precise in wording of the contract 
on practical aspects

• Shows you that what you regard as absolutely the norm 
(your own team will handle and pack your objects) is 
not always the case elsewhere


